Effective Fragment Potential Method in Q-CHEM: A Guide for Users and Developers


A detailed description of the implementation of the effective fragment potential (EFP) method in the Q-CHEM electronic structure package is presented. The Q-CHEM implementation interfaces EFP with standard quantum mechanical (QM) methods such as Hartree–Fock, density functional theory, perturbation theory, and coupled-cluster methods, as well as with methods for electronically excited and open-shell species, for example, configuration interaction, time-dependent density functional theory, and equation-of-motion coupled-cluster models. In addition to the QM/EFP functionality, a ‘fragment-only’ feature is also available (when the system is described by effective fragments only). To aid further developments of the EFP methodology, a detailed description of the C++ classes and EFP module’s workflow is presented. The EFP input structure and EFP job options are described. To assist setting up and performing EFP calculations, a collection of Perl service scripts is provided. The precomputed EFP parameters for standard fragments such as common solvents are stored in Q-CHEM’s auxiliary library; they can be easily invoked, similar to specifying standard basis sets. The instructions for generating user-defined EFP parameters are given. Fragments positions can be specified by their center of mass coordinates and Euler angles. The interface with the Q-Chem and WEBMO software is also described. © 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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Introduction

The effective fragment potential (EFP) method is a systematic approach to describing intermolecular interactions in an efficient yet rigorous way.[1–3] EFP is a quantum mechanical (QM) based potential; it can be described as a nonempirical polarizable force field. The parameters used to compute interactions between the effective fragments with each other and with the QM part are obtained from auxiliary ab initio calculations, without any fitting and/or empirical parameters. Thus, EFP elevates a popular QM/MM (quantum-mechanics/molecular mechanics) scheme to the class of predictive ab initio methods. The EFP Hamiltonian is pairwise, however, leading many-body effects are included through a self-consistent treatment of polarization.

The absence of fitted parameters and a natural partitioning of the interaction energy into Coulomb, polarization, dispersion, exchange repulsion, and optional charge-transfer terms make EFP an attractive choice for analysis and interpretation of intermolecular forces. Moreover, by construction, it is free from the basis set superposition error that plagues ab initio calculations of weakly bound systems.

Recently, EFP has been extended to excited-states methods.[4–8] An important feature of the excited-state EFP implementation is that, unlike standard QM/MM approaches, it includes polarization response of the environment to the electronic excitation/ionization of the QM part,[4–7,9] which is important for quantitative accuracy.

In contrast to the continuum solvation models,[10–13] EFP is an explicit solvent model and allows one to describe solvent-solute specific interactions such as hydrogen bonding.

Here, we consider a more mature version of EFP, so-called EFP2. The original EFP implementation, EFP1, involved rigorous treatment of electrostatic and polarization, but relied on fitting the remaining contributions (consisting mainly of exchange-repulsion and charge-transfer).
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EFP (in particular, its early incarnation, EFP1) is similar to the so-called polarizable embedding (PE) approach.\[^{3,4,15}\] The description of electrostatics and polarization is nearly identical in EFP and PE; however, EFP features more rigorous treatment of dispersion and exchange repulsion.

The performance of EFP for noncovalent interactions has been benchmarked against high-level \textit{ab initio} methods for a variety of systems, including those dominated by hydrogen bonding, $\pi - \pi$, or mixed interactions.\[^{16–26}\] Recently, a systematic benchmark study of EFP using a popular S22 dataset for noncovalent interactions has been published.\[^{27}\] The reported mean absolute deviation (MAD) of EFP relative to the high-level ab initio results, CCSD(T) (coupled-cluster with single and double substitutions and perturbative inclusion of triple excitations) extrapolated to the complete basis set limit, was 0.9 kcal/mol, which is comparable to the accuracy of MP2 and outperforms classical force fields.

The extension of EFP to methods targeting electronically excited and open-shell species has\[^{4,6,7,9,28}\] enabled accurate calculations of electronically excited and ionized states in bulk solvents.\[^{5,7,29–31}\]

The EFP was originally developed and implemented in GAMESS-US.\[^{32,33}\] Recently, it was implemented in the Q-CHEM electronic structure program,\[^{34,35}\] which extended the scope of possible applications by combining EFP with state-of-the-art electronic structure methods. The unique QM/EFP features available in Q-CHEM include a suite of coupled-cluster (CC) and equation-of-motion CC (EOM-CC) methods\[^{36–38}\] (for excitation energies, ionization potentials, electron affinities, spin-flip,\[^{39}\] double spin-flip,\[^{40}\] and double ionization potential\[^{41,42}\]) and SOS-CIS(D) (scaled-opposite spin configuration interaction singles with perturbative account of double excitations, Ref. [43]), as well as time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) with long-range and dispersion corrected functionals,\[^{44–50}\] collinear and noncollinear spin-flip TD-DFT method\[^{51,52}\] and so on.

In this article, we describe technical aspects of the EFP implementation in Q-CHEM to aid further EFP developments in Q-CHEM and other electronic structure packages. We also provide detailed instructions for users of how to set up and execute EFP calculations. In addition, we provide a set of auxiliary scripts to aid setting up and performing EFP calculations. Finally, the interface with the IQMOL and WEBMO software\[^{53,54}\] enabling visualization of EFP calculations is described.

The EFP Formalism and Implementation

The detailed description of the EFP formalism is available in several original and review articles.\[^{3,5,5,56}\] The derivation and the programmable expressions of all EFP terms can be found in Refs. [1, 2, 18, 22, 57–60]. The details of the present implementation are given in Refs. [4, 7, 23]. Here, we provide only a brief summary of the steps involved in a EFP calculation to accompany the EFP classes description.

The total energy of a system containing effective fragments and a QM part consists of the interactions between the effective fragments ($E_{\text{ef-ef}}$) and the energy of the QM region in the field of the fragments. The former includes Coulomb, polarization, dispersion, and exchange-repulsion contributions:

$$E_{\text{ef-ef}} = E_{\text{Coul}} + E_{\text{pol}} + E_{\text{disp}} + E_{\text{ex-rep}}. \quad (1)$$

The Coulomb interactions between the effective fragments are described by using distributed multipoles (up to octopoles) located at each atom and bond mid-points. Polarization term is computed using anisotropic polarizability tensors positioned at the centroids of the localized molecular orbitals. Induced dipoles appearing at the polarizability centers are iterated until self-consistency. Dispersion interactions are expressed as the first $n = 6$ term in the London series:

$$E_{\text{disp}} = \sum_{n=4} C_a \frac{1}{R^6} \quad (2)$$

that corresponds to the instantaneous dipole induced dipole interactions. Effects of the higher-order terms are estimated as 1/3 of the $C_6$ term.\[^{58}\] Distributed $C_a$ coefficients are obtained on-the-fly using the dynamic polarizabilities integrated over the imaginary frequency range.

The classical multipolar expansion diverges when fragments approach each other too closely, because then the actual electron density of the fragments is not represented well by point multipoles. To improve the description of interactions at short interfragment separations, the Coulomb, polarization, and dispersion terms are modulated by damping (or screening) functions.\[^{61}\]

The exchange repulsion is the only repulsive term in the EFP potential. Uniquely to EFP, this nonclassical interaction is expressed as an expansion in the intermolecular overlap truncated at the quadratic term.\[^{62,63}\] The overlap integrals for each interacting pair of fragments are evaluated on-the-fly using a basis set and a localized wave function stored as fragment parameters.

The QM-EF interactions are computed using electronic embedding approach as described below. The Coulomb and polarization parts of the EFP potential contribute to the quantum Hamiltonian $\hat{H}$ via one-electron terms

$$\hat{H} = \hat{H}_0 + \langle \phi | \hat{V}_{\text{Coul}} + \hat{V}_{\text{pol}} | \phi \rangle, \quad (3)$$

where $\hat{H}_0$ is an unperturbed Hamiltonian of the QM part, $\hat{V}_{\text{Coul}}$ and $\hat{V}_{\text{pol}}$ are electrostatic and polarization perturbations, respectively; $\langle \phi | \phi \rangle$ denote molecular orbitals in the QM part. Both terms represent classical electrostatic interactions; $\hat{V}_{\text{Coul}}$ is a Coulomb potential due to fragments nuclear charges and electron density represented by multipole expansion, whereas $\hat{V}_{\text{pol}}$ describes electrostatic field due to induced dipoles (thus, it depends on the polarizabilities of the fragments). The induced dipoles are iterated until self-consistency with each other and with the electronic wave function (QM part). In our implementation, the dispersion and exchange-repulsion QM-EF interactions are treated as additive corrections to the total energy, as in the fragment–fragment interactions. Thus, the total ground-state (or, more precisely, reference-state) energy of the QM/EFP system is:

$$E_{\text{QM-EFP}} = \langle \Phi_{\text{gr}} | \hat{H}_0 + \hat{V}_{\text{Coul}} + \hat{V}_{\text{pol}} | \Phi_{\text{gr}} \rangle + E_{\text{Coul}} + E_{\text{pol-gr}} + E_{\text{disp}} + E_{\text{ex-rep}} \quad (4)$$

where $\Phi_{\text{gr}}$ is the reference-state wave function, $\hat{V}_{\text{Coul}}$ and $\hat{V}_{\text{pol}}$ are Coulomb and polarization EFP contributions to the...
Hamiltonian (subscript ‘gr’ means that the induced dipoles corresponding to the electronic density of the reference state, which is often referred to as ‘ground state,’ are used), respectively. $E_{\text{Coul}}$ is the electrostatic fragment–fragment interaction energy; $E_{\text{ex-rp}}$ and $E_{\text{disp}}$ are the exchange repulsion and dispersion energies, respectively, of both the fragment–fragment and the QM-EFP interactions. $E_{\text{pol,gr}}$ is the self-consistent ground-state polarization energy of the QM/EFP system; it is computed using converged induced dipoles of the fragments and the fields due to the static fragment multipoles and the nuclei of the quantum region. Note that the polarization contributions appear both in the quantum Hamiltonian through $V_{\text{pol}}$ and in the EFP energy as $E_{\text{pol,gr}}$; this is because size-consistency makes it impossible to completely separate QM-EFP and EFP-EFP polarization contributions.\(^{[1]}\)

In correlated QM/EFP calculations, the induced dipoles are found for the Hartree–Fock (HF) density of the QM part; they are frozen in post-HF calculations. Finally, in multistate calculations such as EOM-CC, CI (configuration interaction), or TD-DFT, the polarization response of the fragments to changes of electronic density of the QM part are computed using first-order perturbation theory\(^{[4,7]}\):

$$
\Delta E_k = - \int dr (V_{k,\text{pol}} - V_{k,\text{pol,gr}}) \rho^k(r),
$$

(5)

where $\Delta E_k$ is a state-specific correction to the $k$th target state energy, $\rho^k(r)$ is electronic density of the $k$th target state, and $V_{k,\text{pol}}$ is a field due to induced dipoles on the fragments corresponding to the density of this state.

**EFP class structure**

The Q-CHEM implementation has a modular structure facilitating the interface between EFP and various QM methods in the hybrid QM/EFP schemes, as well as linking EFP to molecular dynamics and optimizer modules. The EFP module is implemented using C++ programming language.

Figure 1 shows the basic class structure of the EFP module. The main class `EFP` is responsible for managing the interactions between other classes and providing the interface to the rest of the Q-CHEM package. To interface EFP to another electronic structure package, this class needs to be rewritten using a package-specific interface. Classes `Electrostatics`, `Polarization`, `Dispersion`, and `Exchange-repulsion` encapsulate the functionality required for the corresponding individual energy and gradient components. Class `Polarization` has the dependence on the class `Electrostatics`, because induced dipoles depend on the electrostatic field of the multipoles. The `ConfigReader` class is responsible for reading the effective fragment parameters and the configuration of the system from the input file, and storing them in the internal representation using classes `FragmentParams` and `Fragment`.

The internal structure of `FragmentParams` class is shown in Figure 2. Labels above the arrows indicate names of the data member. This class encapsulates all the parameters for a given EFP fragment type: names and positions of atoms, positions and values of multipoles, positions and values of polarizability tensors, positions of dispersion points and values of direction-averaged isotropic dynamic polarizabilities at 12 imaginary frequencies, and parameters for exchange repulsion (which start with `er_prefix`) including positions of localized molecular orbital (LMO) centroids, atomic basis set, wave function, and Fock matrix of the fragment. Positions of all elements are defined in the internal coordinate system of the fragment. The system may contain more than one fragment type. For
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**Figure 1.** Class diagram for the EFP energy part of the implementation. Dashed arrows represent a dependence.
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**Figure 2.** The internal structure of the `FragmentParams` class.
example, in a pure EFP simulation ("fragments-only") of aqueous solution of sodium chloride, there would be three fragment types: water, Na⁺, and Cl⁻.

The information in the FragmentParams class is filled in the beginning of the program execution upon reading and analyzing the EFP input section, and it is not modified after that.

The class Fragment keeps information about each individual effective fragment (see Fig. 3). It stores the fragment type (data member 'Name') and its position and orientation in the coordinate frame of the system. It also stores the properties needed for exchange-repulsion calculations (denoted by 'er') such as Fock matrix, coordinates of localized MOs, and the wave functions. This class is updated every time the position of the fragment is changed, for example, during optimization or molecular dynamics run. The details of the position and orientation of the fragment as well as the fragment parameters are described in "EFP Input Format."

The class Electrostatics comprises pointers to: (i) coordinates of the multipoles, (ii) number of multipole points, mN, (iii) charges, (iv) dipoles, (v) quadrupoles, (vi) octopoles, and (vii) damping parameters. It also contains pointers to objects of Fragment and FragmentParams classes. The important functions associated with the Electrostatics class are (i) UpdateElectrostatics, which updates the position of the multipole points and orientation of multipoles according to the rotation matrix, (ii) Hamiltonian, which calculates the perturbation to the electronic (quantum) Hamiltonian \( V_{\text{Coul}} \) of eq. (3)] due to the electric field of multipoles, (iii) AddMultipolesField, which computes the electric field due to multipoles used in the evaluation of polarization energy, (iv) MakePolGradTerm, which assists in the gradient computation of the polarization, (v) Energy, which calculates the electrostatic energy of the EFP subsystem, and (vi) Gradient, which provides the electrostatic gradient in the EFP subsystem.

The classes Polarization and Dispersion are very similar to Electrostatics. Polarization consists of pointers to (i) coordinates of the polarization points, (ii) the number of polarization points, pN, (iii) the field due to external multipoles, extElectroField, and (iv) induced dipoles. The Dispersion class consists of (i) the coordinates of dispersion points, (ii) the number of dispersion points, dN, and (iii) direction-averaged trace of dynamic polarizability tensor. Both classes have pointers to objects of Fragment and FragmentParams classes. The important functions associated with the classes are: (i) UpdateRepresentation, (ii) Energy, and (iii) Gradient. In addition, Polarization has the Hamiltonian function that calculates the perturbation to the quantum Hamiltonian \( V_{\text{pol}} \) of eq. (3)] due to the field of induced dipoles.

**EFP job sequence**

Figure 4 shows the flow sequence of the EFP module and the **Q-Chem** main structure. The ReadParams and ReadFragments calls instruct the EFP module to read the definitions of the fragment types and the system configuration from **Q-Chem’s** standard input (see section 'EFP Input Format'). ReadStandardParams enables reading of standard EFP fragment types from the library (see section 'The EFP library of standard fragments'). The init call checks the effective fragment parameters and the configuration for consistency, creates and initializes the instances of the Electrostatics, Polarization, Dispersion, and Exchange-Repulsion classes. UpdateRepresentation is called every time when the geometry of the system changes. It performs rotation and translation of atoms, multipoles, polarization tensors, dispersion points, and LMOs in accordance with the coordinates and orientation for each individual fragment. The NuclearEnergy function computes and returns to **Q-Chem** the EFP energy components that are independent of the wave function of the QM system, that is, interfragment electrostatics, dispersion, and exchange repulsion.

If the QM region is present, then at every iteration of the SCF procedure **Q-Chem** calls the Hamiltonian and WFDependentEnergy functions. Hamiltonian updates the one-electron term of the \( ab \text{ initio} \) Hamiltonian by the electrostatic and polarization EFP contributions. After updating the wave function accordingly, **Q-Chem** calls WFDependentEnergy to compute the wave function-dependent part of the EFP energy (polarization).
WFDependentEnergy takes the electronic density of the ab initio region as an argument. When there is no QM region, Q-CHEM calls WFDependentEnergy only once with a zero electronic density as an argument.

Finally, PrintSummary is called to print the individual energy components for the interfragment EFP energy.

The current implementation also includes EFP only (no QM region) optimization and gradient computation. Similar to energy calculations, it starts with ReadParams and ReadFrag- ments calls to read the fragment types and store the information. It is followed by an init call which checks for consistency and initializes the instances of the Electrostatics, Polarization, Dispersion, and Exchange-Repulsion classes. The NuclearEnergy function overloaded (double EFP::NuclearEnergy(std::vector<double> &grad)) is called for optimization or gradient jobs. The gradient contains a vector of double precision numbers of dimension $6_\times_\text{number of fragments}$. They are Cartesian components of the gradient vector ($\text{Grad}_x$, $\text{Grad}_y$, $\text{Grad}_z$) and torque ($\text{Torque}_x$, $\text{Torque}_y$, $\text{Torque}_z$) for each fragment. After each step of optimization, UpdateRepresentation is called to update geometries of the fragments. Thus, the rotation matrix is updated along with the position of the atoms, multipoles, polarization tensor, dispersion points, and LMOs.

Performing EFP Calculations

Performing EFP calculations in Q-CHEM is easy, especially when using the library of standard fragments. Let us consider calculations of solvated thymine as an example. The user should prepare an input file specifying what type of calculation is requested (single point, etc.), type of the QM method (correlation level and basis set), and input a structure of the QM system (thymine) as well as coordinates of the fragments (solvated waters) and their library names (WATER_L). If the structure is available in a PDB format, a script is provided for converting it to the Q-CHEM input format.

For calculations of excited/ionized states and/or open-shell species, a number (and type) of target states needs to be specified (e.g., using EOM_EE_STATES keyword for an EOM-EE calculation of excited states).

The EFP related keywords are described later. The GUI (IQMOL and WEBMO) can be used for preparing EFP inputs. For more sophisticated calculations (such as using nonstandard fragments or user-defined parameters), several service scripts are provided.

The workflow of an EOM-EE-CCSD calculation of solvated thymine is shown in Figure 5.

**Figure 5.** The work flow of a typical excited/ionized state calculation using EOM-CCSD/EFP. DM stands for one-particle density matrices.

**EFP input format**

The following sections of the Q-CHEM input contain EFP-related information: (i) $molecule$, (ii) $rem$, (iii) $efp_fragments$, and (iv) $efp_params$. There are two formats for $molecule$ and $efp_fragments$ sections: one used for jobs containing EFP frag- ments only and the second is used for QM/EFP jobs.

When only EFP region is present (no QM part), the fragment positions are provided in the $molecule$ section. The first line defines the charge and multiplicity of the QM part; they are set to 0 and 1, respectively, as there is no QM part. The information for each fragment contains two lines, one providing its charge and multiplicity and the other specifying the position vector of fragment’s center of mass (COM) and its Euler angles. Information for each fragment is separated by a line containing ‘ ‘–’ ‘. A typical input for the $molecule$ section for the EFP-only job with two fragments looks like:

```
$molecule
0 1
0 1 -0.30448173 -2.24210052 -0.29383131 -0.642499 1.534222
-0.568147
$end
```

The $efp_fragments$ section should contain (in the same order) the names of the fragments specified in the $molecule$ section. For example:

```
$efp_fragments
BENZENE_L
BENZENE_L
$end
```

In the case of a hybrid QM/EFP job, the $molecule$ section should contain the description of the QM part only (which is identical to the standard Q-CHEM format for QM jobs), whereas
the $efp\_fragments$ section contains the names and positions of the effective fragments. For example:

$molecule$
0 1
O1 0.47586 0.56326 0.53843
H2 0.77272 1.00240 1.33762
H3 0.04955 -0.23147 0.86452
$end$

$efp\_fragments$
WATER_L -2.12417561 1.22597097 -0.95332054 -2.902133
1.734999 -1.953647
AMMONIA_L 1.04358758 1.90477190 2.88279926 -1.105309
2.033306 -1.488582
1.658262 -2.742084
$end$

The Cartesian coordinates of the fragments specified in the $molecule$ or $efp\_fragments$ sections are the coordinates of its COM in the same coordinate system as the QM part. The orientation of the fragment is specified by the Euler angles ($a$, $b$, $c$) in terms of the three consequent rotations, as explained in Figure 6. The rotation matrix corresponding to these angles is:

$$
R = \begin{pmatrix}
\cos a \cos c - \sin a \cos \beta \sin c & -\cos a \sin \gamma - \sin a \cos \beta \cos \gamma & \sin a \sin \gamma \\
\sin a \cos \gamma + \cos a \cos \beta \sin \gamma & -\sin a \sin \gamma + \cos a \cos \beta \cos \gamma & -\sin a \cos \gamma \\
\sin \beta \sin a & \cos \beta \sin a & \cos \beta \\
\end{pmatrix}
$$

(6)

where $x$, $y$, $z$, are the coordinates of the atom in the fragment frame, $R$ is the rotation matrix defined in eq. (6), and $x$, $y$, $z$, are fragment's COM coordinates.

In the $rem$ section, (i) ‘EFP = TRUE’ specifies that an EFP calculation has been requested, (ii) ‘efp\_fragments\_only = FALSE/TRUE’ distinguishes between a hybrid QM/EFP or a ‘fragments-only’ jobs, and (iii) ‘efp\_input = FALSE/TRUE’ differentiates between the QM/EFP type of input (i.e., coordinates of EFP fragments are provided in $efp\_fragments$ section) or a pure EFP input (EFP coordinates are given in the $molecule$ section).

In the case of the hybrid QM/EFP jobs all the usual variables for the required QM job have to be included (see Q-CHEM’s user manual, http://www.q-chem.com).

There are also boolean keywords that allow users to turn on and off various EFP and QM/EFP interaction terms. A list of them with the current default settings is provided below:

- EFP\_ELEC (TRUE)
- EFP\_POL (TRUE)
- EFP\_EXREP (TRUE)
- EFP\_DISP (TRUE)
- EFP\_QM\_ELEC (TRUE)
- EFP\_QM\_POL (TRUE)
- EFP\_QM\_EXREP (FALSE)
- EFP\_ELEC\_DAMP (TRUE)
- EFP\_DISP\_DAMP (TRUE)
- EFP\_QM\_ELEC\_DAMP (FALSE)

The $efp\_params$ section is optional. If the $efp\_fragments$ section contains the fragments that are included in the library of fragments (see Section ‘The EFP library of standard fragments’), $efp\_params$ may be omitted. However, if one wishes to use user-defined parameters or fragments that are not present in the fragment library, this section should be included. $efp\_params$ provides the EFP potential for a particular type of the fragment, including information about multipoles, static...
and dynamic polarizabilities, parameters for exchange repulsion, and so on. A typical $\text{efp\_params}$ section looks like: $\text{efp\_params}$

fragment <Name of fragment>
C -0.1908012267 -0.5247948651 0.0010972008
N -1.2026293848 -1.4577534979 -0.0079312871
C -2.2987002719 -0.7184880661 -0.0057519465 ...
...
mult -0.1908012267 -0.5247948651 0.0010972008
cdamp 1.6654966670
-3.5077487676
-0.0426532014 0.1062122796 -0.0016925508
-0.475552531 -0.6270138980 -1.9874833897 0.0252821834
0.0008836815 0.0005990162
0.0232752673 0.2799122420 0.0042416764 0.001959258 .... ...
...
pol -2.1869866728 0.0807135416 0.1052729275
1.7644811062 2.3392508114 0.5873152422 -0.0422766110 .... ...
...
disp -2.1869866728 0.0807135416 0.1052729275
1.5637589095 1.5641364941 1.5662032257 1.5716934174 .... ...
...
er\_basis <basis set>
er\_wavefunction
1 4.089000539E-03 7.50961882E-03 7.85021979E-03 .... ...
er\_fock\_matrix
-0.9414556247 0.010490578 -0.9148477223 -0.0013149275 .... ...
er\_lmos
-2.1869866728 0.0807135416 0.1052729275 ...
labels
A01 O 0.0000000000 0.0000000000 0.0664326840 ...
Send

The first line consists of the name of the fragment. In the following lines, the Cartesian coordinates of a standard fragment in XYZ format in Å are provided. These coordinates are the reference point for the real fragments’ positions and orientations and used to form the rotation matrix.

Then, a section containing information on electrostatic multipoles follows. If the fragment possesses more than one multipole point (which is typically the case), a separate entry for each multipole point appears. Each entry starts with a line “mult X Y Z” that contains coordinates of a multipole point. This line is followed by several (optional) lines containing parameters of this multipole point, namely its (i) electrostatic damping parameter (in a format “cdamp C”), (ii) charge (one real value), (iii) dipole (three real values), (iv) quadrupole (six real values), and (v) octopole (ten real values).

Each polarizability point requires two lines, the first line “pol X Y Z” containing Cartesian coordinates of the polarizability point (in a coordinate system of the standard fragment), followed by the line with a nine-component polarizability tensor.

Similarly, each dispersion point is defined by two lines, one (in a format “disp X Y Z”) containing the Cartesian coordinates of the dispersion point, and the second line providing direction-averaged isotropic dynamic polarizabilities at 12 imaginary frequencies.

Exchange-repulsion parameters should include the following sections: (i) er\_basis, which specifies the name of the basis set, (ii) er\_wavefunction, followed by the LMO coefficients of the electronic wave function corresponding to the basis set defined above, (iii) er\_fock\_matrix, with \(N + (N - 1)/2\) symmetry-unique elements of a Fock matrix (upper triangular) of the fragment, and (iv) er\_lmos, followed by the Cartesian coordinates of the LMO centroids.

Finally, optional ‘labels’ section provides specific names (labels) for the fragment’s atoms. This section is ignored by Q-CHEM’s parser but is used for converting the PDB coordinates into the EFP format (see Supporting Information).

Computing EFP parameters

The EFP parameters can be generated in GAMESS using MAKEFP job (RUNTYPE = MAKEFP). The recommended basis set for the parameter generation is 6-311++G(3df,2p). An example of a GAMESS MAKEFP input file is provided in Supporting Information.

The EFP parameters should be computed once for every new fragment type and then can be reused in all subsequent EFP computations.

To facilitate the conversion from the GAMESS format to the Q-CHEM format, converter scripts (‘efp\_g2qinp.pl’ and ‘efp\_g2q-lib.pl’) have been developed in Perl. The detailed instructions on using these scripts are provided in Supporting Information. These scripts can be easily adapted to convert the parameters to another format.

The EFP library of standard fragments

To make EFP calculations simpler and facilitate inter-operability of the EFP jobs performed in the Q-CHEM and GAMESS packages, the library of standard fragments with precomputed EFP parameters was designed and implemented.

Currently, in addition to the common organic solvents (acetone, carbon tetrachloride, dichloromethane, methane, methanol, ammonia, acetonitrile, water dimethyl sulfoxide, benzene, phenol, and toluene), the library contains five nucleic acid bases (adenine, thymine, cytosine, guanine, and uracil). The details on generating the EFP parameters for these fragments can be found in Ref. [23]. The most recent information about the library can be found in the Q-CHEM user manual (http://www.q-chem.com).

The workflow of the EFP library creation and usage is shown in Figure 7. The geometry of the fragment is used as input for generating the EFP parameters in GAMESS. The EFP parameters are converted to the Q-CHEM EFP library format using ‘efp\_g2qinp.pl’ script (see Section ‘Computing EFP Parameters’ and...
Supporting Information for detail. The library can be directly accessed from Q-CHEM. Coordinates of the system can be converted from the Cartesian or PDB formats to the Q-CHEM-compatible format (as in the $efp\_fragments$ section) using the scripts provided in Supporting Information. The IQMOL and WEBMO visualization software\cite{53,54} can be used to visualize Q-CHEM’s input and output files. The format of the Q-CHEM EFP library files is also compatible with the WEBMO and IQMOL packages.

The support of the EFP library is implemented through the Q-CHEM classes that provide input parsing (in ParseQInput.C) and main EFP declarations (in EFP .h). The call stack is shown in Figure 8. If the fragment parameters are found in the input file, then the basic EFP method, ReadStandardParams, is called which in turn calls the LoadParamsFromLib method of the ConfigReader class if the EFP parameters should be loaded from the library.

The EFP operation workflow relies on a set of service scripts facilitating information exchange between the computational packages supporting common interfaces and file formats. The scripts are written in Perl and distributed as a part of standard Q-CHEM distribution. The details of using these scripts as well as scripts themselves are provided in Supporting Information.

**Interface with IQMOL**

IQMOL is a fully integrated molecular builder and viewer\cite{53} for the Q-CHEM package.\cite{34} It is an open-source software available for the Windows, Linux, and Mac OS X platforms. We extended IQMOL functionality to handle visualization of EFP calculations as well as creating inputs using the standard fragment library.

The appearance of the atoms and bonds is fully customizable, but by default the QM region appears as balls and sticks, and the fragments appear as tubes to easily distinguish between them. As illustrated in Fig. 9, fragments can be added by clicking the ‘Add Fragment’ button that appears in the tool bar at the top of the window. This opens a small popup fragment dialog that allows the user to select either EFP fragments or molecules from the existing internal library. The parameters for the fragments are stored in a local directory structure (the location of which is configurable), and the tree structure that appears in the dialog reflects this directory structure. This makes it easy for the user to extend the list of available EFP fragments by simply adding the parameter file to the appropriate directory, and the fragment will appear in the fragment dialog the next time IQMOL is opened. A small image file with the same base name can also be added to the directory, and this will appear in the fragment dialog when the new fragment is selected. If the name of the fragment does not end with ‘\_L’, then it is assumed that the fragment does not exist in the Q-CHEM library and the contents of the file will be entered into the $efp\_params$ section when generating an input file.

The content of the EFP library looks very similar to the $efp\_params$ section (see example of a typical $efp\_params$ section in Section “EFP input format”). The first line contains ’fragment <name of fragment>’, followed by the atoms and their positions. This is followed by the multipoles (positions and moments), static and dynamic polarizabilities (position and tensor elements), basis in which exchange repulsion have been calculated, localized molecular orbitals, elements of the Fock matrices, and so forth.

IQMOL can optimize structures using the built-in force fields available in OPEN BABEL and, using these, it is possible to preoptimize QM, QM/EFP, and fragment-only structures before submitting the calculation to Q-CHEM. Systems with effective fragments are first allowed to fully relax using the selected force field, and then the fragment positions and orientations are recovered by minimizing the RMSD between the optimized coordinates and the fragment geometry for each fragment in the system.

![Figure 7. Workflow of the EFP library utilization.](image)

The EFP parameters are generated in GAMESS based on the geometry of the effective fragment provided. Using script (1) ‘efp\_g2qinp.pl’ the EFP parameters are converted into the Q-CHEM EFP library format. Coordinates of a molecular system in the GAMESS input format or in the PDB format are converted to Q-CHEM’s $efp\_fragments$ format using scripts (2) and (3), respectively. The EFP calculations are performed in Q-CHEM. IQMOL or WEBMO can be used to visualize Q-CHEM’s input and output files.

![Figure 8. Call stack of Q-CHEM’s EFP library: the ReadStandardParams function of the EFP class calls the ReadStandardParams, LoadParamsFromLib, and LoadParams4OneFrag functions of the parent class, ConfigReader. The LoadParamsFromLib function provides interface to the EFP library files.](image)
Interface with WEBMO

To extend visualization options, we also interfaced QCHEM’s EFP library with the WEBMO package [54] (see Fig. 10). WEBMO uses a client–server computing model in which some tasks are executed on the server and other tasks—on the client machine. The server part consists of a set of CGI (common gateway interface) scripts written in Perl. These server scripts are responsible, among other tasks, for parsing QCHEM’s output files. The client part of WEBMO is written in Java and is responsible for processing input files as well as visualization of input and output files.

Figure 9. IQMOL can visualize QCHEM’s EFP outputs and includes ‘Add Fragment’ feature that allows users to build a QM/EFP input by adding standard fragments from the library or importing custom fragments. The screenshot shows a snapshot of the first solvation shell of thymine.

Figure 10. WEBMO can be used for visualization of QCHEM’s EFP inputs and outputs, as in this EFP input file containing one p-nitroaniline molecule (QM region) solvated by the EFP water molecules. The fragment manager (‘Choose Fragment’) panel can be used to add new EFP fragments from the EFP library to the input.
The scheme of the WEBMO operation is shown in Figure 11. On the server side, WEBMO uses a script to obtain data from Q-Chem’s EFP library and sends it to the client. On the client side, Java code of the EFP library is used to process EFP input files. The QChemFormat class is responsible for reading and parsing Q-Chem’s input files, whereas the FragmentManager class is used to build new input files.

As follows from Figure 11, the server side of WEBMO needs information about location of the Q-Chem directories and availability of the EFP library on the server. This information is provided by using the WEBMO built-in mechanism for managing external program packages InterfaceManager.

To make the client part of WEBMO more stable with respect to working with the EFP library, the latter was integrated into the Java code (i.e., the EFP library was made a part of the Java archive file JAR). In this case, even if the EFP library is unavailable on a server or client–server connection is interrupted, the client is still able to use basic functionality of the EFP library.

The WEBMO/Q-Chem interface can be easily extended to EFP calculations using other ab initio packages.

Conclusions and Outlook

We presented technical details of the EFP implementation in the Q-Chem electronic structure package and described the interface with the IQMOL and WEBMO visualization software. The implementation opens access to state-of-the-art electronic structure methods available in Q-Chem, in particular, methods for electronically excited and open-shell species. The EFP implementation in Q-Chem includes a library of standard effective fragments populated with validated parameters for commonly used fragments, such as standard solvents and nucleobases.

Detailed description of the class structure and the EFP module workflow will aid further EFP developments in Q-Chem and other electronic structure packages. We also provide detailed instructions for users and a set of auxiliary scripts to aid setting up and performing EFP calculations.
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Figure 11. WEBMO employs client–server architecture. On the server side, EFP data is obtained from Q-Chem and sent to the client. On the client side, EFP data is processed by Java code in the EFPLib and FragmentManager classes to read, parse and create EFP inputs.